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Naturist BB Physis 

via foraci 

91026 Mazara del Vallo 

Phone:+393289483694 

presidente@sicilianaturista.it 

naturistphysis.wordpress.com/ 

Lat: 37.662634 

Long: 12.611418 

The structure consists of 2 

apartments and “Aer” and “Gea” 

(ground floor and first floor) of new 

construction, fresh, independent and 

very bright. Both air conditioned. All 

windows are equipped with mosquito 

nets to enjoy the cool night without 

the inconvenience of bad and 

mischievous insects. We remind our 

customers that our B&B is managed 

by our family and so your check in 

and check-out must be agreed 

beforehead. 

GEA: the first apartment, on the 

ground floor, can accommodate up to 

5 persons. There is a bathroom, a 

small bedroom with a double bed and 

a single bed; a living room with 

kitchen; a comfortable 2 seater sofa 

bed, a table and chairs for 4 people, 

fridge with freezer. There is a terrace 

in front of the living room and it's 

connected by a sliding glass door, it 

is ideal for your outdoor dining.  

AER: the other apartment, on the 

first floor, can accommodate up to 4 

people. It has a bathroom, a bedroom 

with double bed, cupboard; a living 

room with kitchen, balcony with 

shutters and mosquito nets, and a 

comfortable 2 seater sofa bed, table 

and chairs for 4 people, fridge with 

freezer Both kitchens have pots, 

dishes and all you need for cooking. 

The energy we need, comes from 

solar panels and photovoltaic system 

both installed on the roof.  

The garden just around our 

accomodation (800 sqm) has a large 

lawn, a pool of 7x4m and you can 

accommodate even up to 5 tents that 
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can be planted directly on the lawn 

around the pool under the shade of 

olive trees. We provide our guests 

with tents already assembled or you 

can assemble on your own. If you 

choose our tents you can enjoy 

following services: - beds, - table 

with chairs and kitchen - linens / 

towels - exclusive use of a block 

bathrooms . 

General 

Area for tents 

WIFI / internet free 

Facilities 

Swimming pool 

Children's swimming pool 

Sea 

Activities 

Organized activities for adults 

Miscellaneous 

English spoken 
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